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Fence & Satellite Dish Approval Procedures 
 

The following procedures are for AMCC residents at Camp Lejeune, New River, and Cherry Point. 
 

1. All utility lines (water, sewer, cable, and electrical if applicable) in the back yard must be marked prior to 

having a fence or satellite installation approved.  Camp Lejeune residents choosing to use Charter 

Cable must specify “check Charter Cable lines” on the request to ensure the request is annotated on 

the work order and the lines are check and marked.  The electrical company used on Camp Lejeune, 

New River, Tarawa Terrace and Midway Park is Progress Energy. 

 

2. The numbers below are accepted and recommended for having utility lines marked:  

a. Professional Locating Service (water and sewer) 910-347-7519 

b. NC One Source: (cable, phone, electric) 1-800-632-4949 

c. Cherry Point: SPOT DIG: Underground Locating Spotting & Digging NC 252-241-5528 

**The cost for this service can vary depending on the contractor and the congestion of the utilities. 

3. Once the lines have been marked, please provide a detailed receipt from the selected company to 

Atlantic Marine Corps Communities verifying the lines have been marked.  The receipt must have the 

company’s name, address, and telephone number. 

 

4. Authorization can be granted once all steps have been fully completed.  It is strongly recommended to 

have the fence installed within 10 days of receiving authorization from AMCC.  Prolonging this service 

could result in lines disappearing and having to pay to get them marked again. 
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Guidelines for Installing a Satellite Dish and/or a Fence 

 

Installation of Satellite Dish: 

Satellite dish must be no larger than 39” in diameter.  The dish is to be professionally installed on a post 

and may NOT be attached to any exterior wall, window, roof, or fence.  Please ensure the installation 

complies with all safety standards and does not damage or alter the premises in any way.  The dish or 

antenna must be installed in the back yard of the home.  The utility lines must be surveyed in the yard 

prior to the installation of the dish.  A Satellite Dish and Antenna Addendum has been signed.  Removal 

of satellite dish is required upon move-out and all grounds need to be restored to the original condition.  

Failure to remove satellite dish, restore grounds, or repair any damages caused by the satellite dish 

can and will result in charges per the Missing/ Damage Charge Sheet. 

Installation of Fence: 

Installation of fence must be no taller than 5 feet in height.  Acceptable fencing materials include chain-

link, PVC, or wood.  Chicken-wire, cattle-wire, and lattice are not permitted.  If the fencing encloses an 

air conditioning heating unit, it must have a double drive gate installed.  The resident will be responsible 

for mowing and edging the fence area.  Installation must comply with the safety standards.  The utility 

lines must be surveyed in the yard prior to the installation of the fence.  Removal of fencing is required 

upon move-out and all grounds need to be restored to the original condition.  Failure to remove fence, 

restore grounds, or repair any damages caused by the installation of fence can and/or will result in 

charges per the Missing/ Damage Charge Sheet. 

For more information on satellite dish or fence installation or other community guidelines and policies 

visit the resident resources page on www.atlanticmcc.com or call your community office. For a list of 

community office numbers and addresses visit www.atlanticmcc.com 
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